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Abstract: 27	

The origin of pallasites has been the focus of a number of recent studies. Yet, their formation process 28	

remains elusive, while the mechanism leading to the genesis of the sub-group termed ‘mixed type’ 29	

pallasites (containing polygonal, rounded, and fragmental olivines simultaneously) is unclear. Here we 30	

test the hypothesis of mixing of olivine fragments with Fe-Ni-S after a non-destructive impact followed 31	

by annealing employing both experimental analogues and numerical models.  32	

The experimental series evidenced that the addition of sulfur to olivine + Fe-Ni accelerates olivine grain 33	

growth, though the growth rate is reduced when Fe-Ni-S is not fully molten. This is shown to be the 34	

consequence of competing growth of olivine and Fe-Ni grains.  35	

Numerical models satisfying available formation constraints from natural samples indicate that 36	

planetesimals with radii ≥200 km are favorable for the genesis of rounded olivine-bearing pallasites by 37	

annealing of fragments in partially molten Fe-Ni-S. Moreover, early mixing in the planetesimal can form 38	

regions containing olivine grains with different grain sizes that could explain the formation of mixed-type 39	

pallasites. 40	
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1. Introduction 53	

Pallasites are stony-iron meteorites with an average mineralogical composition consisting of 64.9 vol% 54	

olivine (minimum-maximum range 37-85 vol%), 31.0% Fe-Ni metal (14-56 vol%), 2.3% troilite (FeS) 55	

(0.1-7.3 vol%) (Buseck 1977). Extra phases, have been recognized to be < 1.5 vol%, except for recent 56	

findings of five pyroxene bearing pallasites (up to 40 vol% orthopyroxene - North West Africa NWA 57	

1911 – Bunch et al. 2005) inclusive of a sample that contained plagioclase as well (NWA 10019 – Agee 58	

et al. 2015). Mineralogical composition coupled with oxygen isotopes and trace elemental composition of 59	

silicate and metal phases suggest several distinct source bodies for pallasites (Yang et al. 2010, 60	

Boesenberg et al. 2012; Ruzicka et al., 2017). Therefore, formation of pallasite-like material must have 61	

been relatively common on planetesimals in the early solar system. Furthermore, pallasites do not 62	

resemble crust, mantle or core material as sampled by other types of meteorites.  63	

To add to the complexity of pallasite genesis is the bimodal texture of numerous samples, some are 64	

almost entirely composed of well-rounded and well-sorted olivine grains as opposed to specimens bearing 65	

exclusively fragments (Buseck 1977, Scott 1977). The nature of olivine fragments varies from broken 66	

polygonal crystals (e.g., Esquel), to submillimeter-sized often randomly oriented fragments (e.g., 67	

Huckitta). A microscopic analysis of fragments reveals that their edges are moderately to well-rounded 68	

suggesting some form of moderate reheating after brittle fracturing (Saiki et al. 2003). When pallasites 69	

present simultaneously rounded grains and fragments of olivine (mixed-type) those are not intermixed. 70	

Instead, rounded and fragmental olivine grains occupy discrete, confined portions. 71	

Intuitively, the formation of rounded olivines is ascribed to prolonged annealing at significant depth 72	

inside a planetesimal, while highly fragmented ones would have formed by violent fracturing events. Two 73	

prevalent schools of thought (with some modifications) set the debate regarding the origin of pallasites, 74	

suggesting two formation mechanisms: (i) that pallasites represent the vicinity of the core-mantle 75	

boundary in planetesimals (CMB) in planetesimals (Ringwood 1961, Wasson and Choi 2003, Boesenberg 76	

et al. 2012, McKibbin et al. 2016) or (ii) a non-destructive impact introducing and mixing metal from the 77	



impactor with the target body olivine mantle (Mittlefehldt 1980, Scott and Taylor 1990, Tarduno et al., 78	

2012, Solferino et al. 2015). 79	

Some key arguments against formation in proximity of the CMB are: (i) The lack of iron meteorites 80	

representing the core of pallasite parent bodies (Eugster et al. 2006, Scott et al. 2009, Yang et al. 2010); 81	

(ii) REE concentration in phosphates, present as minor phases in numerous pallasites, indicating near 82	

surface crystallization (Hsu 2003); (iii) evidence that olivine and Fe-Ni are not from the same body (Hsu 83	

2003); (iv) remanent magnetization recorded by Fe-Ni inclusions located inside olivine grains requiring 84	

trapping at relatively shallow depth to satisfy cooling-rate constraints (Tarduno et al. 2012, Bryson et al. 85	

2015). 86	

In the impact scenario the formation of rounded olivine pallasite-type material must occur via rounding of 87	

fragments followed by grain growth at a sufficient rate to yield large (i.e., up to 20 mm) rounded grains. 88	

This process takes place while olivine is surrounded by partially (or fully) molten Fe-Ni-S. This is 89	

confirmed by a number of textural evidences, inclusive of an increase in the surface area of olivine-90	

olivine grain boundaries and formation of triple/quadruple junctions (Scott 1977, Saiki et al. 2003). The 91	

chief constraint is cooling of the interior of a pallasite source body that eventually will stop grain growth. 92	

Saiki et al. (2003) showed that rounding is a fast process at the scale of millimeter and submillimeter 93	

fragments. Solferino et al. (2015) performed annealing experiments on olivine plus Fe-S melt and 94	

demonstrated that coarsening of olivine fragments surrounded by Fe-S liquid is a viable mechanism to 95	

yield even the largest grains and to reproduce the characteristic textures observed in rounded olivine-96	

bearing pallasites. However, it remained to be tested, whether the large fraction of S present in the 97	

experiments performed by Solferino et al. (2015), i.e., ~9.5 wt% of the total sample mass (i.e., olivine and 98	

Fe-S), and which falls outside of the range observed in natural samples (up to 6.4 wt% - Buseck 1977), 99	

enhanced the grain growth rate. 100	

It must be noted that the silicate and metal proportions vary significantly among as well as within 101	

pallasite meteorites, often with very large metal crystals (tens of centimeters or more) separating one or 102	

more domains rich in olivine and/or troilite grains or fragments (e.g., Scott 1977). Nevertheless, those 103	



parts of samples where rounded olivine grains are prevalent, invariably show intermixing of olivine grains 104	

and metal crystals with minor amounts of troilite, and specific shapes of olivine-olivine grain boundaries. 105	

This type of texture can indeed be reproduced by experiments, if the starting material is carefully 106	

designed. 107	

To add to the complexity of pallasite formation, the genesis of mixed-type pallasites remains hitherto 108	

unclear. Most studies on pallasites do not address this topic directly, though it was suggested that the 109	

genesis of mixed-type pallasites is related to dike-like intrusions of molten metal immediately following 110	

the impact (e.g., Yang et al. 2010) or later disturbance of the pallasites source region by multiple 111	

collisions (Fowler-Gerace et al. 2016). 112	

This investigation aims to define experimentally the grain growth rate of olivine in a partially molten Fe-113	

Ni-S matrix using a sulphur content compatible with observed pallasite values (Buseck 1977), the latter 114	

being the only and the most reasonable boundary condition for choosing a starting material. Therefore, 115	

the study will quantify the effect of sulphur content on olivine growth rate, by comparison with the results 116	

of Solferino et al. (2015), where an eutectic Fe-S composition (i.e., Fe = 70.5 wt% and S = 29.5 wt%) was 117	

used. The new composition of the Fe-Ni-S (with 10 wt% sulphur – Table 1) implies that during annealing 118	

solid Fe-Ni will be present in addition to olivine and Fe-S liquid, reproducing the three main phases 119	

observed in natural pallasites. Moreover, we discuss theoretical predictions for grain growth processes 120	

and supply a robust explanation of the mechanics of grain size increase in a three-phase system.  121	

The newly computed olivine grain growth parameters will be employed in a 2D thermomechanical 122	

numerical model to find conditions satisfying all available constraints from natural samples. Additionally, 123	

these calculations will be used to test whether early mixing in the planetesimal mantle can explain the 124	

genesis of mixed-type pallasites. 125	

 126	

 127	

 128	

 129	



  130	

2. Methods 131	

2.1 Experimental setup 132	

Two new series of experiments and one additional run to complete a previous sequence reported in 133	

Solferino et al. (2015) (third run series – see Table 1) were performed for this study. The starting 134	

materials were mixtures of natural olivine (San Carlos) and synthetic Fe-S powders (sulphur 99.999% 135	

purity in pieces of 1-2 mm size and iron 99.9% purity mesh 5 µm powder from CeramTM Inc.). The 136	

composition of the Fe-S employed in the first experimental series was 90 wt.% Fe and 10 wt.% S, while 137	

for the second set of experiments the Fe-S composition was varied from Fe:S = 70.5:29.5 wt.% 138	

(corresponding to the eutectic of the Fe-FeS binary system at 1 GPa – Brett and Bell 1969; Usselman 139	

1975) to Fe:S = 95:5 wt.% (Table 1). One additional experiment used an olivine to Fe-S proportion of 140	

68:32 vol.% with eutectic Fe-S composition. Fe-S powders and the final mixtures to be loaded in the 141	

sample charges were prepared following the procedure described in Solferino et al. (2015). The olivine 142	

powder was taken out of the same batch prepared for the experiments run by Solferino et al. (2015), with 143	

a mean grain size of 1.8(5) µm. Before use the olivine powder was kept for three days in a low vacuum 144	

furnace at 110 °C.  145	

Graphite capsules (4.0 mm height x 2.0 mm diameter) were used to contain the olivine plus Fe-S powder. 146	

Before placing in the assembly the graphite capsules were fit into platinum capsules or wrapped into 147	

platinum foil. Annealing experiments (Table 1) were performed using a 14 mm bore hole end-loaded 148	

piston cylinder press with Talc-Pyrex sleeve and 36 mm long stepped graphite furnace. Crushable MgO 149	

cylinders were used to contain the capsule, while an Al2O3 cylinder contained the mullite thermocouple 150	

ceramic holder. The accuracy of B-type thermocouple (employed for all runs) was ±5 °C. A 0.6 mm thick 151	

dense alumina disk was placed between the thermocouple and the Pt-capsule. Pressure calibration was 152	

done using the fayalite + quartz = orthoferrosilite reaction (Bohlen et al. 1980) and the quartz-coesite 153	

polymorphic transition (Bose and Ganguly 1995). Shut down of the power resulted in quenching of the 154	



run charges at a rate of ~60 °C/s down to 200-250 °C. Run conditions, olivine and Fe-S volume 155	

proportion, and Fe-S composition for each run are reported in Table 1. 156	

 157	

2.2 Compositional analysis 158	

Run products were embedded in epoxy, polished, and coated with carbon for backscattered electron 159	

(BSE) imaging and wavelength dispersive spectrometry plus energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 160	

chemical characterization (WDS and EDS, respectively). Samples were characterized using three JEOL 161	

JXA-8200 electron microprobes at the laboratories of Universita’ degli Studi di Milano (Italy), ETH 162	

Zurich (Switzerland), and Bayerisches Geoinstitut (Germany). Sample FS90S10-1 was analyzed by all 163	

three facilities for cross-reference (see Table 1). 164	

Olivine analysis employed 15 kV, 20 nA and a focused beam with 1 µm width, whereas Fe-Ni and Fe-S 165	

were analyzed at 20 kV and 20 nA. To average the analyses of finely spaced Fe-S quench features (Fig. 166	

1a) the beam was defocussed to 5-50 µm width. WDS standards employed for this study were forsterite, 167	

fayalite and liebenbergite (Ni2SiO4) for olivine analyses, and native iron, troilite (FeS), and bunsenite 168	

(NiO) were used for analysis of Fe-Ni and Fe-S. EDS spot analysis and X-ray elemental maps of whole 169	

capsules revealed that no intake of Fe (and/or Ni) into the Pt-foil occurred during experiments. 170	

 171	

2.3 Digital Image Analysis 172	

Two sets of measurements were operated after collection of BSE images utilizing the software ImageJ 173	

(public domain, Wayne Rasband, NIH, USA). The scope was to determine the fraction of sample surface 174	

area occupied by olivine (that we interpret as olivine volume fraction) and to quantify the size and shape 175	

of olivine grains. Prior to digital measurement BSE images were binarized and in the case of grain size 176	

and shape determination a further manual separation of olivine grains in direct contact was performed 177	

utilizing a photo editing program. Details on this procedure and achievement of statistical significance are 178	



described in Solferino et al. (2015). The largest uncertainty of olivine fraction determination is 4.8% (run 179	

OFS-15 - Table 1). 180	

The circle equivalent diameter (CED) of the area of each object, d2D = 2(A/p)1/2 (where A is the area of the 181	

olivine grain) was taken as grain size, afterwards 2D apparent size was corrected for sectioning effect 182	

after Kong et al. (2005): d3D = d2D/(p/4). The shape of each grain was quantified using the following 183	

parameters:  Roundness r = 4p/(MA) (where M is the semi-major axis of the object; Waddell 1932), and 184	

the ratio p of perimeter/CED. 185	

 186	

3. Theory: Background on grain growth in multi-phase systems 187	

Increase of the average grain size of a polycrystalline aggregate exposed to high temperature in presence 188	

of a secondary phase (often referred to as ‘matrix’) occurs by coarsening or normal grain growth (Hillert 189	

1965) of grains in mutual contact (Ardell 1972). On the other hand, Ostwald ripening takes place for 190	

particles suspended in a fluid (Voorhees 1985). Coarsening in two-phase systems involves several cases, 191	

based on the following conditions: (i) whether the secondary phase is another solid rather than a 192	

liquid/fluid, (ii) whether the solubility of the main coarsening phase into the matrix is finite as opposed to 193	

the case where solubility is negligible (German 2010 and references therein). In general, solubility of the 194	

main phase into the surrounding matrix catalyzes coarsening. However, the amplitude of the dihedral 195	

angle at solid-solid-liquid interfaces (see Bulau et al. 1979 for a comprehensive discussion) and the 196	

fraction of secondary phase can counteract this grain growth rate enhancing effect (German 2010 and 197	

references therein).  198	

The general form of the equation relating grain size increment with time is: 199	

  200	

dn = d0
n + k0 exp[-Ea/(RT)]t    (1) 201	

 202	



, where d is the grain size at time t, d0 the starting grain size, n the growth exponent, k0 the pre-203	

exponential frequency factor for grain growth rate parameter (see German 2010 for further discussion of 204	

the physical meaning of k0), Ea the activation energy of the process controlling coarsening, R the gas 205	

constant, and T the absolute temperature. The growth exponent n, generally assumes a value of 3 206	

(Atkinson 1988). Yet, interaction with a competing coarsening secondary phase may reduce the grain 207	

growth rate, resulting in n ≥ 4 (Guignard et al. 2012 and 2016), while grain growth is fastest when 208	

controlled by interfacial defect populations (n = 2 - German 2010). The latter case is appropriate for 209	

randomly oriented silicate minerals aggregates. Similarly, the presence of pores or a fluid/solid phase 210	

along the boundaries between grains of the major phase can effectively hinder its coarsening rate (Zener 211	

pinning – Smith 1948), resulting in n > 3. When two solid phases are present in the liquid, the interfacial 212	

energies of both solid phases with the liquid as well as surface energies have to be considered. The ratio 213	

of the area occupied by the liquid to the total grain boundary area must be evaluated for all interacting 214	

phases as well (Ahmed et al. 2013). 215	

 216	

4. Results 217	

4.1 Composition of main phases 218	

Olivine composition is homogeneous in each experiment with no observable zonation at the individual 219	

grain scale. After annealing olivine becomes more Fe-rich with respect to the starting San Carlos olivine - 220	

except for run OFS-16, where fayalite content is the same as those of the starting material (within 221	

analytical error - Table 2). The NiO olivine content drops to zero (or nearly so, see run FS9010-3 - Table 222	

2). 223	

For run OFS-16 the eutectic composition of the Fe-FeS system at 1 GPa was used (Usselman 1975). Run 224	

temperature exceeded eutectic temperature, thus two phases were present: olivine and Fe-S melt. The 225	

resulting composition of olivine and quench product of Fe-S liquid is consistent with experiments by 226	

Solferino et al. (2015). 227	



Experiments with Fe-S composition other than eutectic Fe-FeS yielded a third phase with composition of 228	

nearly pure iron and ~1 wt% Ni (indicated as solid Fe-Ni from now on - Table 2 and Fig. 1b,c,d). For 229	

these runs an analysis of the quench product of Fe-S melt was not possible due to the presence of quench 230	

immiscibility features that require collection of WDS analysis with a defocussed beam (>5 µm), while the 231	

largest Fe-S melt pools are a few micrometers across. In run FS9505 no obvious Fe-S melt pool was 232	

observed. Yet, X-ray elemental maps showed the presence of thin films and rounded features (< 2 µm 233	

across) enriched in sulphur and distributed across the sample (see Appendix A). A fourth phase with 234	

composition of Mg 26.66(33), Fe 43.34(40), and O 29.99(72) wt% was detected in the above-mentioned 235	

experiment. 236	

 237	

4.2 Texture of run products 238	

Neither the run time of the experiments nor the temperature affect the appearance of olivine grains in the 239	

experiments. Also the presence of solid Fe-Ni in various proportions does not seem to produce a 240	

noticeable difference compared to olivine plus Fe-S liquid runs (Fig. 1 and 2). Olivine grains triple 241	

junctions show 120° contact angle, while straight olivine-olivine grain boundaries are the prevalent 242	

textural feature. 243	

Roundness of olivine grain is the same for all runs (within error), with an average value of ~0.7 (Table 3), 244	

corresponding to well rounded grains (Waddell 1932). The shape of olivine, expressed as the ratio of the 245	

grain perimeter to the CED, shows a marked sensitivity to the fraction of Fe-S liquid present during 246	

annealing (Fig. 2b). Specifically, when olivine and Fe-S liquid are the only two phases (Third run series – 247	

Table 1), grains become markedly more faceted (i.e., higher Perimeter/CED) when Fe-S < 15 vol%. 248	

Fe-S liquid is located at triple junctions as well as larger pools between clusters of olivine grains in runs 249	

where no solid iron is present. The size of these pools is proportional to the olivine grain size. In OFS-16 250	

(31.1 vol% FeS – Table 1) a few olivine grains appear to be completely surrounded by Fe-S. Whether the 251	

latter effect is due to 2D slicing, could not be ascertained. When solid iron-nickel is present in various 252	



proportions, Fe-S liquid occupies principally triple/quadruple olivine grains junctions, while most of the 253	

unconstrained intergranular gaps are filled by iron (Fig. 1c). A significant fraction of straight and mildly 254	

curved olivine boundaries seems to be in direct contact with iron, and occasionally pod-like-shaped iron 255	

occupies olivine triple junctions. Run FS8020, where the calculated Fe-S liquid/solid iron ratio is 14.4 256	

(based on Usselman 1975), shows the presence of iron in the form of nuggets (high circularity features) or 257	

pod-like shapes (Fig. 1b), occasionally entirely surrounded by Fe-S liquid. 258	

 259	

4.3 Olivine grain growth 260	

Olivine grain growth rate was quantified for experiments with Fe/S = 90/10 and 20 vol% of Fe-S. Non-261	

linear square fit of the ‘first run series’ data (Table 1) resulted in the following parameters: n = 3.71(61), 262	

k0 = 3.23 µmns-1, Ea = 101(42) kJ mol-1. All three parameters were fit simultaneously to the non-linear 263	

square calculation and errors on temperature, initial grain size and average grain size measurements were 264	

considered. The maximum and minimum values of k0 are 61.04 µm4.32s-1 and 0.23 µm3.10s-1. 265	

A comparison of the average grain size for run OFS-16 (Table 1) with experiments from Solferino et al. 266	

(2015) performed at the same temperature and run duration shows that there is an inverse correlation 267	

between grain growth rate and volume of Fe-S liquid. This justifies the choice of utilizing same 268	

olivine/Fe-S volume proportion runs only for quantification of grain growth parameters. Specifically, data 269	

were fit to the following logarithmic trend to an R2 of 0.992: average olivine size = -8.359 ln(Fe-S vol%) 270	

+ 40.708.  271	

Finally, annealing of olivine and Fe-S mixtures in volume proportion of 80:20 with varying Fe/S (‘second 272	

run series’ - Table 1), yielded identical grain size for all Fe-S compositions except Fe/S=70.5/29.5 (OFS-273	

9 – Table 3), where a significantly larger average olivine size was measured. 274	

 275	

4.4 Normalized Grain Size Distributions (NGSD) 276	



The frequency distribution for olivine grain size was normalized by dividing the frequency of each bin by 277	

the maximum frequency and dividing grain size of each bin by the mean grain size dm. The procedure to 278	

define the width of bins (0.10 for this study) used to classify grain dimension followed Faul and Scott 279	

(2006) and is explained in detail in Solferino et al. (2015). Following this approach, it is possible to 280	

compare GSD of experiments with different average grain sizes.  281	

NGSDs for the first run series are self-similar with more than 95% of grains < 2.00 dm, the peak of the 282	

distribution at 0.60 dm (within 1s), and maximum grain size dmax < 2.50 dm (Fig. 3a; Table 3). This 283	

indicates that all annealing runs achieved steady-state grain growth, including those with the shortest 284	

duration of 40 hours. 285	

For the second run series experiments the considerably larger average grain size observed for 286	

Fe/S=70.5/29.5 (see section 4.3 and Table 3) is accompanied by significant differences of GSD 287	

characteristics (Fig. 3c). The peak of OFS-9 distribution is located at 0.85 dm, while for all other 288	

experiments it is 0.55 dm. A sharp cut-off of the minimum grain size (dmin) is evident for all experiment, 289	

while dmin is ~0.2 dm for a Fe/S ratio from 80/20 to 95/5, dmin is located at ~ 0.6 dm for eutectic Fe-FeS 290	

composition. For the third run series the portion of NGSDs at d > dm is similar for all runs, with dmax < 2.2 291	

dm. The position of the peak of the distribution shifts from ~0.6 dm for Fe-S > 20 vol% to ~1.0 dm for all 292	

other runs. The cut-off at small grain sizes is consistently at around 0.4 dm for Fe-S ≤ 20 vol%, while it is 293	

at 0.3 and 0.2 dm for Fe-S ranging from 32 to 40 vol%, respectively (Fig. 3b). 294	

 295	

5. Discussion: 296	

5.1 Phase and chemical equilibration 297	

Attainment of chemical equilibration in the olivine + Fe-S system could be achieved by means of two 298	

reactions: Mg2SiO4 + 6FeS + 4O2 = Fe2SiO4 + 2MgFe2O4 + 3S2 leading to a fayalite content increase in 299	

olivine, and Fe2SiO4 +0.5S2 = FeS + FeSiO3 + 0.5O2 yielding more forsteritic olivine (Gaetani and Grove 300	

1999). All but one experiment of this study produced a fayalite increment in the olivine composition. In 301	

run FS9505 an additional phase to olivine, solid iron, and Fe-S was observed. This phase has a 302	



composition similar to Mg-ferrite (see section 4.1), with the closest calculated formula (on the basis of 303	

mass fraction of Mg, Fe and O) being Mg2(Fe2+)0.5Fe3+O4. We hypothesize that the total Fe content of 304	

sample FS9505, larger than for all other runs, might have fostered growth of Mg-ferrite phase into larger, 305	

visible grains. Conversely, such a phase might not be visible in other experiments due to sub-micrometer 306	

size. 307	

The most likely driver of chemical re-equilibration of olivine is oxygen fugacity. The graphite capsule 308	

only provides the highest fO2 buffer (graphite-CO-CO2 or CCO buffer - Holloway et al. 1992), while the 309	

actual redox conditions are determined by the sample material itself. Righter et al. (1990) defined an 310	

equation to relate fO2 and forsterite content of olivine applicable to pallasite-like material, the latter being 311	

identical to the experimental charges of this study consisting of olivine with solid Fe-Ni and Fe-S. Using 312	

the aforementioned equation, experimental fO2 was calculated as IW-0.69 to IW-0.53 (where IW is the 313	

Iron-Wüstite oxygen buffer – Table 2). These values are identical within 1s, and they are 4 to 5 log units 314	

below CCO (depending on run temperature). This indicates that the presence of reduced Fe-S 315	

substantially decreases oxygen fugacity. A comparison with results from Solferino et al. (2015) shows 316	

that the mass fraction of Fe-S determines how reduced the sample charge is (cfr. OFS-4, -15, and -16 – 317	

Table 1 and 2), while the Fe/S ratio does not seem to have any relevant effect (cfr. OFS-9 with FS9505 – 318	

Table 1 and 2). 319	

The disappearance of Ni from olivine and its presence in the solid iron phase indicates that nickel 320	

partitioned almost completely into Fe-S. If nickel partitioned solely into the solid iron phase, first order 321	

calculations indicate that the latter phase Ni content should be 0.8 to 1.4 wt%, depending on run 322	

temperature (i.e., solid Fe/ liquid Fe-S ratio) and Fe/S ratio of starting materials (based on Usselman 323	

1975). Yet, a precise mass balance calculation cannot be performed, since it has been shown that at the 324	

experimental conditions nickel partitions into liquid Fe-S as well (Solferino et al. 2015). Nickel content 325	

can be measured in Fe-rich immiscibility features generated during quench of Fe-S liquid, provided that 326	

they are larger than 5-10 µm. This is not the case for this study, with features being sub-micrometric. 327	



 328	

5.2 Grain growth of olivine in Fe-S liquid 329	

A thorough discussion of the leading grain growth mechanism in olivine plus Fe-S liquid system was 330	

presented in Solferino et al. (2015). The additional experiment (OFS-16) performed for this study, 331	

confirmed the smooth trend of faster grain growth for smaller Fe-S liquid fraction (see Fig. 2a). Analysis 332	

of NGSDs plots (Fig. 3b) shows that for Fe-S ≥ 32 vol% the number of relatively small grains (i.e., d < 333	

0.5 dm – see section 4.4) preserved during annealing is significant. This is likely due to the presence of 334	

olivine grains almost completely surrounded by Fe-S liquid. For those grains coalescence is strongly 335	

inhibited due to reduced olivine-olivine grain boundary fractional area (German 2010). At the other end 336	

of the scale (10 vol% Fe-S) grain growth is fastest (Table 3). Observation of BSE images of experiment 337	

OFS-4 (see figure 1 in Solferino et al. 2015) shows that Fe-S liquid is located at triple/quadruple junctions 338	

only. In such a case, the olivine-olivine grain boundary area is maximized. The matrix phase represents 339	

no obstacle to grain boundary movement-controlled grain growth as it is not scattered along those grain 340	

boundaries. This is in accordance with the minimization of the system surface energy (German 2010, 341	

Ahmed et al. 2013) and is a consequence of the high dihedral angle displayed by Fe-S liquid in contact 342	

with olivine (e.g., Rose and Brenan 2001, Terasaki et al. 2005). An effect of grain-boundary movement-343	

controlled grain growth is the development of more polygonal grains, i.e., more faceted grains, confirmed 344	

by the markedly higher value of Perimeter/CED of run OFS-4 (Table 3). Furthermore, the hypothesized 345	

threshold value for absence of Fe-S liquid along olivine-olivine grain boundaries, i.e., f < 0.15 (where f is 346	

non-dimensional and 0 ≤ f ≤ 1), is in good agreement with Fe-S liquid interconnectivity determined via 347	

in-situ electrical impedance measurements (Bagdassarov et al. 2009). 348	

The small grain growth exponent, n = 2.42(46), calculated for olivine:Fe70.5S29.5 = 80:20 vol% by 349	

Solferino et al. (2015) indicates that even for f > 0.1 Fe-S liquid is easily removed from olivine-olivine 350	

grain boundaries. This agrees with studies on textural equilibration of crystalline plus high dihedral angle 351	

liquid (Walte et al. 2007). The presence of Fe-S liquid decreases the growth rate with respect to pure 352	

phase olivine NGG (n = 2 Karato 1989), however it is not as effective as, for example, basalt melt (cfr. 353	



Faul and Scott 2006). The latter conclusion is based on theoretical studies predicting that non-wetting 354	

liquids (Bulau et al 1979, von Bargen and Waff 1986) do not hinder the grain growth rate of the solid 355	

phase significantly, while wetting liquids do (German 2010 and references therein). 356	

 357	

 358	

5.3 Grain growth of olivine in partially molten Fe-Ni-S 359	

Analysis and interpretation of coarsening of olivine grains in the presence of solid Fe-Ni as well as Fe-S 360	

liquid is far more complex. A thorough discussion on the significance of the experimental data and 361	

scientific approach selected for the computation of olivine growth rate in partially molten Fe-Ni-S is 362	

presented in Appendix D, while here we focus on understanding the key process that governs coarsening. 363	

All experiments with partially molten Fe-Ni-S contained 20 vol% of Fe-Ni-S (f = 0.2). Since chemical 364	

equilibration of olivine and Fe-Ni-S takes place in the very first stages of annealing, together with 365	

rounding of olivine fragments (see section 5.1 and discussion in Solferino et al. 2015), no further 366	

chemical interaction between phases can occur. Therefore, the case-scenario with coarsening of a major 367	

phase, which is non-soluble in the matrix, is the best proxy for our experiments. Liquid Fe-S pools and 368	

olivine grains grow simultaneously in size. This is related to an increase of spacing between the growing 369	

grains (Yoshino et al. 2005, Solferino et al. 2015) and is no obstacle to olivine grain boundary movement. 370	

Above a certain fraction of solid Fe-Ni (i.e., f ≥ 0.1 – Ahmed et al. 2013), its coarsening is the process 371	

limiting olivine growth. Under these conditions, the olivine growth exponent n has the same value of that 372	

of Fe-Ni (coupled grain growth - Guignard et al. 2016 and references therein). The scenario foresees the 373	

presence of pod-like-shaped solid Fe-Ni between olivine-olivine grain boundaries, where Zener pinning 374	

becomes effective. Normal grain growth of olivine can only proceed unhindered (n = 3 - German 2010), 375	

when solid Fe-Ni pods coalesce into larger ones that occupy exclusively triple/quadruple grain junctions, 376	

thus leaving the olivine-olivine boundaries (figure E1a, b). Although we did not quantify the coarsening 377	

of solid Fe-Ni in our experiments, observations by Saiki et al. (2003) and Guignard et al. (2012,  2016) 378	

for olivine plus Fe-Ni and forsterite plus nickel, respectively, can be used to infer the energetics of this 379	



process. Specifically, Guignard et al. (2016) calculated the activation energy for coarsening of solid 380	

nickel in forsterite:nickel = 80:20 volume proportion material annealed at 1340 °C to be 235 kJ/mol. Ea of 381	

forsterite grain growth was 400 kJ/mol, far in excess of 101(42) kJ/mol computed in this study. The latter 382	

value does not match any previously reported activation energy for olivine coarsening (for a tentative 383	

interpretation see Appendix E). 384	

The forsterite (and nickel) grain growth rate in Guignard et al. (2016) was reduced as much as to yield a 385	

growth exponent n = 5. In comparison our calculated value n = 3.70(61) defines a faster coarsening, 386	

though comparable to the lower value indicated by Guignard et al. (2012). To our understanding the key 387	

to explain the inferred higher growth rate of Fe-Ni in our experiments is related to the presence of a third 388	

phase, here liquid Fe-S. This is a sensible hypothesis, considering that theory predicts that a liquid matrix 389	

phase (here Fe-S) with finite solubility in the solid phase (i.e., Fe-Ni) enhances the grain growth rate of 390	

the latter (German 2010 and references therein). In the ‘olivine + Fe-Ni solid + Fe-S liquid’ system, Fe-Ni 391	

growth is governed by diffusion along olivine-olivine grain boundaries and olivine triple junctions. This 392	

process is catalyzed with respect to the Fe-S liquid-absent system (e.g., Guignard et al. 2012, 2016) by 393	

thin films of Fe-S, which appear to be located between Fe-Ni and olivine (see Appendix A, figure A2b). 394	

Liquid Fe-S could be spread all along olivine-olivine grain boundaries (Gaetani and Grove, 1999) and it 395	

would act as a preferential medium for Fe and Ni atoms movement from Fe-Ni pod to pod enhancing the 396	

diffusion rate (further details in Appendix E and figure E1a,b). 397	

 398	

5.4 Application to olivine grain growth in pallasites 399	

A thorough comparison of experimental conditions with those in the pallasite formation environment was 400	

presented in Solferino et al. (2015). There it was shown that the application of experimental results from 401	

olivine plus Fe-S annealing to grain growth in rounded olivine-bearing pallasites is valid. Two questions 402	

remained open: Quantification of (i) the effect of solid Fe-Ni presence and (ii) a significantly smaller total 403	

sulphur content, 3.6 wt%, as opposed to 9.5 wt% of Solferino et al. (2015), on the olivine growth rate. 404	



This is important in the light of effects of sulphur content (and by implication of Fe-S liquid fraction) on 405	

the kinetics of olivine coarsening (Ohtani 1983, Saiki et al. 2003). 406	

The first run series experiments contained 3.6 wt% sulphur, within the range observed in pallasites, and 407	

8.2 to 11.1 vol% solid Fe-Ni (calculated after Usselman (1975) for T = 1300 and 1100 °C, respectively – 408	

see supplementary material ‘Table 1 Extended’ for reference). The experimental solid iron-nickel 409	

fractions are smaller than those in natural pallasites, nevertheless these values are proximal or in excess of 410	

the fraction at which the matrix phase controls coarsening rate of the major phase (see section 3). 411	

Therefore, the experiments provide a valid analogue proxy for answering the two aforementioned 412	

questions. 413	

A further indication that the new experiments are a better pallasite analogue with respect to those in 414	

Solferino et al. (2015) arises from the calculation of L2 norms of NGSDs. NGSDs of the two most 415	

representative samples of rounded-olivine bearing pallasites (Brenham and Springwater), were compared 416	

to the NSGDs of the experiments with highest temperatures and longest run times (i.e., the most texturally 417	

matured) with (i) eutectic Fe-FeS (run OFS-10 of Solferino et al. 2015) and (ii) Fe90S10 (run FS9010-5 -  418	

Table 1). The resulting L2
 norm for the comparison between FS9010-5 and the two pallasites is 46.8% 419	

smaller than those for OFS-10 (see Appendix B for further details). Additionally, the L2 norm of FS9010-420	

5 is 34 to 52% smaller compared to those obtained for first order and second order surface diffusion 421	

controlled growth and Rayleigh NGSDs (see Faul and Scott (2006) and Solferino et al. (2015) for further 422	

details on theoretical grain size growth models and the definition of NGDS curves for theoretical grain 423	

growth mechanisms). This improved fit to pallasite data indicates that these might have originally formed 424	

with small amounts of sulphur present, in agreement with recent work suggesting efficient vapor loss 425	

from planetesimals (Hin et al. 2017). 426	

 427	

6. Modelling 428	

6.1. Numerical approach 429	



A number of constraints must be considered for rounded olivine-bearing pallasites: (i) The depth of the 430	

intrusion of Fe-S into the target body mantle must allow cooling at a rate appropriate to form 431	

kamacite/taenite exsolution lamellae (Yang et al. 2010), (ii) temperatures must be beneath the Curie 432	

temperature while the core dynamo is active to allow for the recording of remanent magnetization 433	

(Tarduno et al. 2012, Bryson et al. 2015) and (iii) the olivine grains must be able to grow to the range 434	

observed (2-10 mm) in rounded olivine-bearing pallasites (Buseck 1977). 435	

The thermal evolution of the planetesimal interior was studied using the 2D thermochemical code 436	

I2ELVIS (Gerya and Yuen 2003, 2007). The code uses a finite-difference fully-staggered grid and solves 437	

the equations for mass, momentum and energy conservation and includes depth-dependent gravity 438	

acceleration. The numerical model also accounts for radiogenic, shear and latent heat. The grid employed 439	

has 501 x 501 grid points, corresponding to a grid resolution of 1.5 km. The model setup is based on the 440	

1D model of Tarduno et al. (2012) assuming a differentiated structure with an iron core and an olivine 441	

mantle. The starting temperature of the core and mantle is 1,327 °C and the model start time is 5 Myr 442	

after CAI formation. Thus, the starting condition assumes that the magma ocean stage ended while partial 443	

silicate melt is still present. The grain growth in the mantle is tracked on the Lagrangian markers and we 444	

assume an initial olivine grain size of 100 µm. For the olivine grains in the undisturbed mantle after and 445	

everywhere prior to the impact we use the grain growth rate for pure olivine (Karato 1989). This choice is 446	

justified by the lack of plagioclase and pyroxene in most pallasite samples and by the absence of any 447	

evidence of silicate melt presence during their formation. Once the pallasite-forming impact occurs the 448	

grain size in the impact region is reset to the starting value and the grain growth proceeds at the rate 449	

calculated in this study for olivine surrounded by partially molten Fe-S (see section 4.3). Since all grain 450	

growth parameters have error bars, we perform additional calculations using the combinations allowing 451	

for the fastest and slowest possible grain growth. For simplicity we consider for the impact zone a circular 452	

sector with 20° central angle extending across the depth of the entire mantle (Fig. 4a) and assume that the 453	

rheology is controlled by olivine everywhere in the mantle. For the density of the impact material we 454	

assume a mixture of 95% olivine and 5% Fe-S. Additionally, we consider that olivine coarsening 455	



becomes negligible once the temperature drops below the cotectic point for the sulphur-poor portion of 456	

the Fe-Ni-S system at ~950 °C (Kullerud 1963). For further details on the simulation method see Gerya 457	

and Yuen (2003, 2007) and Golabek et al. (2014). Applied physical parameters are those given in 458	

Golabek et al. (2014). 459	

 460	

 461	

6.2 Numerical Model Results 462	

We study multiple scenarios, considering planetesimal radii ranging from 100 to 300 km and pallasite-463	

forming impacts occurring between 15 and 60 Myr after CAIs. Generally, deeply emplaced olivine + Fe-464	

Ni-S evolves into rounded, texturally equilibrated olivine grains intermixed with Fe-Ni and Fe-S 465	

aggregates, while material close to the surface experiences very limited olivine grain growth and no 466	

textural maturation. Using a 200 km radius body as reference model the numerical results show that in 467	

case the pallasite-forming impact happens <50 Myr after CAIs convection in the partially molten mantle 468	

is still possible. This is a consequence of the low mantle viscosity (~1017 Pa s) caused by the presence of 469	

silicate melt. In this scenario olivine + Fe-Ni-S material originally emplaced at great depth can be mixed 470	

with undisturbed mantle olivine and with olivine-metal mixtures situated closer to the planetesimal 471	

surface (see Fig. 4a and supplementary movie). Further cooling of the pallasite source body eventually 472	

stops convection. This process might yield the formation of regions containing large, rounded olivine 473	

grains juxtaposed to smaller, fragmental olivines, i.e., mixed-type pallasites-like material. Finally, 474	

olivine-metal-sulphide mixtures originally located very close to the surface experience very limited 475	

olivine grain growth and no remixing into the mantle (see Fig. 4a).  476	

At depths satisfying the natural pallasite cooling rate constraints (Yang et al. 2010), progressive cooling 477	

of the mantle, followed by crystallization of the Fe-Ni-S, stops olivine grain growth at around 50 Myr 478	

after CAI formation (Fig. 4b). Meanwhile the core remains molten for an additional >120 Myr. Based on 479	

the core-mantle boundary heat flux we can estimate the magnetic Reynolds number (see also Appendix 480	

C) to be ~2-3. Theoretically this value should be sufficient to drive a thermal dynamo on planetesimals 481	



(Weiss et al. 2008), so it is viable that Fe-Ni inclusions in pallasites silicates could be remanently 482	

magnetized during this period of time (e.g., Tarduno et al. 2012). What is more, for early pallasite-483	

forming collisions both the minimum and the maximum olivine grain size (see Fig. 4c) in the region 484	

satisfying constraints (i) and (ii) from above, is in agreement with observations from natural rounded 485	

olivine pallasites (Buseck 1977).  486	

In smaller planetesimals with 100 km radius, mantle cooling is faster. Thus, both convection and olivine 487	

grain growth are limited. Also thermal dynamo activity ceases before the depth range satisfying the 488	

natural pallasite cooling rate constraints passes the Curie temperature. On the other hand, larger objects 489	

with 300 km radius experience slower cooling. This allows for extended grain growth and a long-lasting 490	

thermal dynamo, with magnetic Reynolds numbers around 7-10 while material at depths satisfying the 491	

natural pallasite cooling rate constraints passes the Curie temperature. Thus objects with radii ≥200 km 492	

seem to be viable pallasite parent bodies. 493	

 494	

7. Final remarks and future directions 495	

With this study employing both experimental work and numerical modelling it was possible to establish 496	

that: 497	

- For f > 0.1 of non-silicate matrix phase containing a significant fraction of solid Fe-Ni, the presence of 498	

sulphur in the system accelerates olivine grain growth by means of catalyzing coarsening of the secondary 499	

phase, i.e., solid Fe-Ni. 500	

- Coarsening of olivine fragments in partially molten Fe-Ni-S after a non-destructive impact on a 501	

planetesimal is a viable mechanism to form rounded olivine-bearing pallasites. 502	

- Convection in the partially molten mantle of pallasite source bodies can yield mixed-type pallasite-like 503	

materials. 504	

 505	

7.1 Model limitations and future directions: 506	



It should be noted that our global models do not consider that a part of the Fe-Ni-S material could 507	

percolate from the pallasite-forming region to the core of the planetesimal (e.g., Bagdassarov et al. 508	

2009b). Also we assume that the rheology of the pallasite forming region is dominated by olivine. To our 509	

knowledge the rheology of such material has never been studied and future laboratory measurements will 510	

be necessary to improve this aspect of the numerical models. Additionally, we assume a simple 2D 511	

circular sector geometry for the pallasite-forming impact zone. This can be improved in the future by 512	

using the output of advanced 3D impact models to obtain a more realistic starting condition.  513	

With our models we were able to show that olivine plus Fe-Ni-S materials with very diverse olivine grain 514	

sizes (see Fig 4c) can be mixed before convection ceases. Based on currently available experimental data 515	

it is not possible to determine whether olivine fragments experiencing a limited grain growth from 100 to 516	

110-150 µm (blue lines in Fig. 4c) become fragments with rounded edges or if they achieve a rounded 517	

grain shape. Thus, further experimentation on very short (~2-10 hours) annealing is necessary to verify 518	

this hypothesis. 519	

Due to viscosity cut-offs in the numerical model the initial temperature is assumed to be below the 520	

liquidus of Fe-Ni-S, whereas trace elemental composition of the metal present in pallasites (e.g., Ir 521	

content of some Main Group pallasites – Yang et al. 2010 and references therein), indicates that metal 522	

phases crystallized starting from a fully molten status. Nevertheless, due to more efficient heat loss, we 523	

expect that temperatures in excess of Fe-Ni-S liquidus should not last for a very long time. Thus, it is 524	

likely that annealing of olivine in fully molten metal had only a limited effect on olivine grain growth. 525	

Finally, the grid resolution of our global model does not allow us to study the microstructural evolution of 526	

pallasites. For this purpose, future small-scale models are necessary that employ as input high-resolution 527	

natural pallasite imagery and three-dimensional microstructural data produced from 3D micro-528	

tomographies of experimental samples. 529	
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 545	

Figure captions: 546	

Figure 1: BSE images of run products (see table 1 for experimental conditions). (a) OFS-16: Quench 547	

immiscibility features (white) in Fe-S pool (light grey) and olivine (dark grey). (b) FS8020: Fe-Ni 548	

nuggets and pods (light grey) in contact with olivine grains (black) or surrounded by Fe-S (dark grey). (c) 549	

FS9010-1: Fe-Ni (light grey) occupying triple/quadruple junctions between olivine grains (black). (d) 550	

FS9505: Medium gray phase (white square) is pseudo-Mg-ferrite (see sections 4.1 and 5.1), Fe-Ni (light 551	

grey) and olivine (dark grey). 552	

 553	

Figure 2: Grain size and shape plots. (a) Effect of Fe-S liquid volume fraction on average grain size for 554	

same temperature and duration of annealing (error bars 2𝜎). (b) Effect of Fe-S liquid volume fraction on 555	

grain shape for same temperature and duration of annealing (error bar 1𝜎). (c) Effect of varied Fe/S 556	

composition for a fixed 20 vol% Fe-S fraction on grain size (all runs same temperature and duration – 557	



error bars 2𝜎). (d) Effect of varied Fe/S ratio for a fixed 20 vol% Fe-S fraction on grain shape (all runs 558	

same temperature and duration – error bars 1𝜎). 559	

 560	

Figure 3: Normalized grain size distribution (NGSD) plots. (a) NGSDs for Fe/S = 90/10 and varied 561	

temperature and annealing time. (b) NGSDs for Fe-S volume fraction of 10 to 40 vol% (all runs same 562	

temperature and duration). (c) NGSDs for Fe/S ratio of 70/30 to 95/5 and a fixed Fe-S volume fraction of 563	

20 vol% (all runs same temperature and duration). 564	

 565	

Figure 4: (a) Magnification of global numerical model depicting the temporal evolution of grain size in 566	

the pallasite forming region for a body with r = 200 km. The pallasite forming impact occurs at timp = 15 567	

Myr after CAIs and the fastest possible olivine grain growth in agreement with experimental data is used. 568	

The solid white line shows the surface of the body, while the white dashed lines depict the region, where 569	

cooling rates are in agreement with pallasite constraints. (b) Time vs. maximum olivine grain size at 570	

depth range in agreement with cooling rate constraints for models with r = 200 km assuming different 571	

times for the pallasite forming impact (solid lines), slowest (dotted lines) and fastest (dashed lines) grain 572	

growth in agreement with experimental data. An additional model with r = 300 km is shown in brown 573	

color. Black diamonds mark the time corresponding to the two snapshots displayed in (a), while the grey 574	

region marks typical olivine grain sizes found in pallasites (Buseck 1977). (c) Time vs. minimum (blue 575	

lines) and maximum (orange lines) olivine grain size at depth range in agreement with cooling rate 576	

constraints for models with r = 200 km and timp = 15 Myr after CAIs using line styles as in Fig. 4b. 577	
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 701	

 702	

Appendixes: 703	

Appendix A – Identification of Mg-Ferrite 704	

In experiment FS9505 no recognizable Fe-S pool was detected. Moreover, the presence of a medium-grey 705	

phase, Mg-ferrite (Fig. 1d and section 5.1), occasionally located between olivine grain boundaries (Fig. 706	

A1), rendered identification of Fe-S via grey-scale thresholding with digital analysis of BSE images non-707	

viable.  708	



Calculations based on Usselman (1975) indicate that 6.5 vol% Fe-S should be present at experimental 709	

conditions. In order to ascertain the presence of Fe-S in the sample, we collected X-ray elemental maps 710	

with a JEOL-8200 electron microprobe at Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra Ardito Desio of University 711	

of Milan (Italy). Figure A2 illustrates that a phase was recognized containing Fe and S, but negligible Mg, 712	

Si. Thus, this phase is likely to be Fe-S. 713	

 714	

Appendix B – Quantitative comparison between natural pallasites and experiments  715	

Multiple slabs of Brenham and Springwater pallasites were photographed at National History Museum of 716	

London. Digital image analysis of those slabs was used to determine NGSDs. More than 1,200 olivine 717	

grain were analysed for each pallasite, far exceeding the few hundreds used to produce NGSDs in 718	

Solferino et al. (2015). 719	

Brenham and Springwater NGSDs were compared graphically (Fig. B1b) and mathematically against 720	

grain size distributions for the longest and highest temperature experiments with Fe70.5S29.5 and Fe90S10, 721	

respectively. 722	

The L2 norm of experimental and theoretical distributions against each sample were calculated and the 723	

results are reported in table B1. The L2 values for FS9010-5 is equal to 53.2% of OFS-10, 48.3, 65.6, 724	

48.9, and 18.3% of first order surface reaction controlled, second order surface reaction controlled, 725	

Rayleigh, and Log-norm, respectively. 726	

 727	

 728	

Table B1: Results L2 of norm calculation.  729	

NGSD	 Brenham	 Springwater	 Sum	
OFS-10	 1.138	 1.107	 2.244	
FS9010-5	 0.691	 0.504	 1.195	
2nd	order	 1.097	 0.714	 1.811	
1st	order	 1.242	 1.231	 2.473	
Rayleigh	 1.235	 1.209	 2.444	



Log-norm	 2.978	 3.551	 6.529	
 730	

Appendix C – Estimating potential thermal dynamo activity inside the pallasite parent body: 731	

To determine the heat flux across the core-mantle boundary we define circular sectors each 1° wide. In 732	

each of these circular sectors we find the closest pair of silicate markers just above the core-mantle 733	

boundary. Using the thermal conductivity and the temperatures of both markers we compute the radial 734	

component of the conductive heat flux q’cond in the lowermost mantle for each circular sector: 735	

q’cond	=	kmantle	(T’CMB-T’mantle)/(D	cos	b)	(1)	736	

where T’CMB and T’mantle are the temperatures of the two markers (the first being located at the core-mantle 737	

boundary and the second inside the specific circular sector at shortest distance from the first marker), D is 738	

the distance between markers and b is the angle between both silicate markers as seen from the center of 739	

the planetesimal. Using the values obtained for all circular sectors, we determine the average conductive 740	

heat flux across the lowermost mantle qcond and the average silicate temperature on the mantle side of the 741	

core-mantle boundary TCMB_mean. 742	

Using the radial velocity vrad of the silicate marker closest to the core-mantle boundary, we can compute 743	

the advective heat flux in the lowermost mantle for each circular sector: 744	

q’adv		=	rmantle	cP_mantle	vrad(T’CMB-TCMB_mean)	(2)	745	

where rmantle is the density of the mantle material at temperature TCMB_mean (for density computation of 746	

solid and molten mantle material see Golabek et al. 2009, 2011) and cP_mantle is the heat capacity of the 747	

mantle material. Using the information from all circular sectors, we can compute the average advective 748	

heat flux in the lowermost mantle qadv.  749	

The addition of conductive and advective heat flux returns the average combined mean heat flux through 750	

the lowermost silicate mantle qmantle. 751	

In the next step we compute the minimum conductive heat flux across the CMB required to drive thermal 752	

convection in the core (e.g. Stevenson, 2003): 753	

qcore	=	kcore	acore	gcore	Tcore_mean/cP_core		(3)	754	



where	kcore	is the thermal conductivity,	acore	is the thermal expansivity, Tcore_mean is the average temperature 755	

and cP_core is the heat capacity of the core material. 756	

The gravity acceleration at the core-mantle boundary is computed as 757	

gcore	=	4/3pGrcoreRcore	(4)	758	

where G is the gravitational constant. 759	

In case the core is still molten and qmantle > qcore, we follow the method described in Aubert et al. (2009) to 760	

determine whether the thermal dynamo operates. 761	

First we compute the magnetic Rayleigh number Raq: 762	

Raq	=	gcore(qmantle-qcore)4pRcore2(acore/cP_core)/(4prcoreW3	Rcore4)	(5)	763	

, where	rcore	is the density of the core, Rcore is the radius of the core,	W	=	2p/t	is the angular velocity and t	764	

is the rotation period.	765	

Now we compute the power per unit volume P making the assumption that no solid inner core exists:  766	

P	=	0.6Raq		(6)	767	

Next we compute the Ekman number  768	

Ek	=	hcore/(rcore	W	Rcore2)		(7)	769	

, where	hcore	is the viscosity of the core. 770	

In the next step we determine the magnetic Prandtl number 771	

Prmag	=	hcore	/(rcore	µdiff)		(8)	772	

, where	µdiff	is the magnetic diffusivity of molten iron. 773	

Finally, we can compute the magnetic Reynolds number  774	

Remag	=	1.310P0.42	Prmag/Ek		(9)	775	

For parameters used in the dynamo calculations see table below. 776	

	777	

Parameter	 Symbol	 Value	 Units	

Parent	body	radius	 RP	 100-300	 km	



Parent	body	core	radius	 Rcore	 50-150	 km	

Viscosity	of	liquid	core	 hcore 10-2	 Pa	s	

Heat	capacity	of	silicate	mantle	 cP_mantle	 1000	 J/(kg	K)	

Heat	capacity	of	the	core	 cP_core	 1000	 J/(kg	K)	

Thermal	expansivity	of	the	core	 acore	 10-5	 1/K	

Thermal	conductivity	of	solid	silicate	mantle	 kmantle	 3	 W/(m	K)	

Thermal	conductivity	of	the	core	 kcore	 46	 W/(m	K)	

Magnetic	diffusivity	of	molten	core	 µdiff	 2	 m2/s	

Assumed	rotation	period	 t 9.8	 h	

	778	

The following table provides additional information on the outcome of our numerical simulations. 779	

Indicated are (i) the depth range, where the cooling constraints (dT/dt = 2.5-9.0 K/Myr while T = 775-975 780	

K) suggested by Yang et al. (2010) and Tarduno et al. (2012) is satisfied (inside the mantle of the target 781	

body) and (ii) the time window during which the aforementioned depth range passes the Curie 782	

temperature (~633 K) as given by Tarduno et al. (2012). This can be compared to the timing of core 783	

crystallization (assuming an eutectic Fe-FeS melting temperature taken from Chudinkovich and Boehler, 784	

2007) and the magnetic Reynolds number Remag while the top of the region of interest passes the Curie 785	

temperature.  786	

It has been suggested that Remag	>	1-10	is necessary for a self-sufficient thermal dynamo in planetesimals 787	

(Weiss et al., 2008; Roberts, 2007). On this basis, only objects with radii of ≥200 km are reasonable 788	

pallasite parent bodies. However, it should be kept in mind that we assume here a purely thermal dynamo, 789	

while core crystallization might have extended the lifetime of the dynamo (Bryson et al., 2015). 	790	

Radius	[km]	 Core	radius	[km]	 Depth	[km]a	 Time	[Myr]b	 Core	crystallization	[Myr]c	 Remagd	

100	 50	 31.0	–	49.0	 108	–	149	 50	 0	

150	 75	 34.5	–	39.0	 159	–	190	 102	 0	

200	 100	 30.5	–	42.5	 131	–	238	 174	 2	–	3	

300	 150	 24.0	–	37.5	 118	–	219	 369	 7	–	10	

	791	



a Depth range inside the planetesimal, where the cooling constraints [dT/dt = 2.5-9.0 K/Myr while T = 775 792	
– 975 K – Yang et al. (2010), Tarduno et al. (2012)] are satisfied. 793	
b Time window mantle material at depth range of interest passes the Curie temperature (T ~ 633 K) – 794	
Tarduno et al. (2012) 795	
c Time of core crystallization 796	
d Magnetic Reynolds number during 2 Myr time window after mantle material at top of depth range of 797	
interest passed the Curie temperature (T ~ 633 K) – Tarduno et al. (2012) 798	
 799	
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 823	

Appendix D: Grain growth of olivine in partially molten Fe-Ni-S matrix 824	

The calculation of grain growth parameters for olivine in partially molten Fe-Ni-S is based on five new 825	

experiments. The fit to an exponential growth law in the form of eq. 1 (section 3) was performed by non-826	

linear square minimization utilizing the add-on ‘Solver’ of the software MSExcel (supplementary 827	

material 2), simultaneously computing all three variables, n, Ea, and k0 (the quality of the fit is within 5% 828	

of the data – Fig. D1). In order to produce meaningful growth parameters, it is necessary to consider 829	

experimental results obtained from short and very long experiments at various temperatures. This way it 830	

is possible to verify whether normal grain growth (NGG) is achieved in all experiments used for the 831	

calculations. To confirm textural equilibration and NGG after short annealing at low temperature, a sixth 832	

experiment (FS9010-6) was performed (Table 1). While for the five selected experiments the key 833	

characteristics indicating normal grain growth and steady-state coarsening are satisfied by the invariable 834	

position of the peak of the distribution (0.60 dm within error) and absence of anomalously large grains 835	

(i.e., no grains with d > 2.50 dm and smoothly tapering tail for d > 1.5 dm), run FS9010-6 NGSD shows a 836	

peak at 1.0 dm, a secondary peak at 0.65 dm and a few very large grains with 3.25 < d < 3.30 (Fig. D2). 837	

What is more, while for the five selected runs more than 2/3 of grains have d < 1.00 dm, only 50% of the 838	

olivine grains in experiment FS9010-6 have a diameter smaller than the average grain size, indicating 839	

either a non fully accomplished textural equilibration or a different dominant grain growth mechanism for 840	

that temperature and annealing of 50 hours. We infer that the secondary peak of FS9010-6 NGSD at 0.65 841	

dm would turn into the sole peak found for annealing > 90 h as seen in run FS9010-4 (Table 1). We 842	

speculate that annealing duration < 48 h would have a similar effect for T = 1300 °C. Therefore, we 843	

believe to have performed short annealing runs for the shortest feasible durations. The longest annealing 844	



was performed for 360 hours only being limited by the technical aspect of reliable temperature reading 845	

and survival of the furnace. While this might not be fully satisfactory, and those limitations could be 846	

overcome in other facilities, the quality of the fit for both temperatures suggests that departures from the 847	

calculated trend of grain growth for even longer annealing times is unlikely.  848	

A review of the exiting database of experiments on olivine grain growth highlights that longest runs span 849	

up to 700 hours (Faul and Scott 2006), but > 95% of data is taken from runs with t < 300 hours. While the 850	

number of experiments used to calculate grain growth parameters might be smaller than for other studies 851	

(typically 6-12 runs), we conducted a statistical investigation to prove the suitability of the employed 852	

dataset, i.e., provide a bracket of fastest and slowest olivine grain growth inside a potential pallasite 853	

parent body, where Fe-Ni-S alloy could not have existed in a fully molten state either at all or for a time 854	

sufficient to accomplish sensible olivine grain growth. For testing we added grain size data in the non-855	

linear minimum square fit off by 20% from the theoretical value computed with the growth parameters 856	

reported in section 4.3. This drift with respect to calculated grain sizes is double then the average error on 857	

grain size measurement for each experiment. The results of this exercise indicate that adding further 858	

experiments would not perturb the calculated n and Ea beyond the maximum and minimum values 859	

computed beforehand (see section 4.3). Only when adding multiple fictive data and selecting a worst case 860	

scenario, the drift become significant (Test 7 of Table D1). Yet, a single experiment for 1,000 hours off 861	

the computed growth rate by 20% would affect the calculations of n and Ea more than the aforementioned 862	

combination of several additional experiments with t < 360 h (cf. Test 7 and Test 8 of Table D1). 863	

Technically, the conclusion is that all studies without experiments on timescale of thousands of hours 864	

could grossly over- or underestimate growth rate, independently of the total number of runs performed. 865	

This requirement is beyond the technical capability of most high-pressure apparatuses and/or availability 866	

of an instrument for several weeks without interruption. 867	

In order to further investigate the quality of our experimental data, analysis of the verification of Zener 868	

relation shall be performed. This requires assessment of the grain growth rate of the competing 869	

coarsening phase, in this case, solid Fe-Ni. In comparison to experiments with a single matrix phase (e.g., 870	



solid Ni or molten Fe-S – Guignard et al. 2012, 2016, Solferino et al. 2015), the texture of the run 871	

products for olivine plus Fe-Ni and Fe-S is far more complex and individual BSE images do not allow to 872	

distinguish between quench product of Fe-S liquid and solid Fe-Ni to an extent sufficient to perform 873	

digital image analysis with an acceptable precision (attempts conducted for runs FS9010-2 and FS9010-5 874	

yielded errors equal to 85 and 76% of the average grain size, respectively for repeated measurements and 875	

following the same procedure employed for olivine). 876	

Therefore, we conclude that all considered, we have provided a far more realistic estimate of olivine 877	

growth rate with respect to the grain growth law computed in Solferino et al. (2015). Nevertheless, in 878	

order to comprehensively address the definition of grain growth of olivine in partially molten Fe-Ni-S, we 879	

suggest that further investigation should be carried on. It would be necessary to perform runs with 880	

extremely long annealing for Fe90S10 matrix composition, and to determine the grain growth parameters 881	

for other compositions of the Fe-Ni-S, completing the series initiated by FS8020 and FS9505 (Table 1). 882	

This is of further interest considering that our experiments show unique characteristics neither seen in 883	

subsolidus olivine+metal experiments nor in olivine+fully molten metal systems. 884	

 885	

Table D1: Result of statistical analysis of the effects yield by introduction of fictive data to the non-linear 886	

least square calculation of olivine grain growth parameters. 887	

	 Offset	of	fictive	data	 Fictive	T	(°C)	 Fictive	duration	(h)	 n	 Ea	(	kJ mol-1	)	

Test	1	 Increase	20%	 1300	 96	 4.311	 118.7	

Test	2	 Reduction	20%	 1300	 96	 3.258	 71.6	

Test	3	 Increase	20%	 1100	 300	 3.304	 65.0	

Test	4	 Reduction	20%	 1100	 300	 4.309	 116.4	

Test	5	 Increase	20%	 1300	 250	 3.491	 107.6	

Test	6	 Reduction	20%	 1300	 250	 4.199	 91.2	

Test	7	 Worst	case	a	 	 	 5.302	b	 134.8	



Test	8	 Increase	20%	 1300	 1000	 2.803	 73.7	

Test	9 Reduction	20% 1300 1000 5.306 135.2 

a worst case scenario attained by adding to least square calculation Test1, Test 4, and Test 6 data points 888	

b bold font used for data outside of the min-max bracket 889	

 890	

Reference values for n and Ea  891	

n = 3.703 nmax = 4.313 nmin = 3.093 892	

Ea = 101.0 kJ mol-1 Ea max = 119.2 kJ mol-1 Ea min = 81.6 kJ mol-1  893	

 894	

 895	

 896	

Appendix E: Energetics and dominant growth mechanism for olivine coarsening in Fe-Ni-S 897	

The apparent anomalous Ea, i.e., 101.0 kJ mol-1, computed for olivine grain growth in this study cannot be 898	

matched with any known value (e.g., Ea for atomic diffusion of Mg, Fe, Si, O through olivine lattice or 899	

along olivine grains surface), in that it is less than half of the smallest computed or calculated activation 900	

energy for any of the cited processes (e.g., Houlier et al. 1988, 1990, Gerald and Jaoul 1989). 901	

A possibility remains that the computed activation energy is an apparent value. This scenario implies that 902	

different processes control olivine grain coarsening at the two explored temperatures. This is unlikely but 903	

not impossible, since the smaller fraction of Fe-S liquid at 1100 °C may imply that Fe-Ni coarsening at 904	

this temperature happens chiefly via grain boundary diffusion at Fe-Ni grains contacts, while at 1300 °C 905	

diffusion of Fe and Ni appears to be prevalently mediated by liquid Fe-S (section 5.3, figure E1a,b). 906	

Expanding the experimental dataset by investigating temperatures of 1150, 1200, 1250 and 1350 °C 907	

might help to answer this question, but it is beyond the purpose of this investigation. 908	

In order to interpret the process leading to olivine grain size increase in Fe-Ni-S matrix we employed a 909	

mathematical fit (to eq. 1, section 3 and 4.3) and textural evidences (section 5.3). The shape of NGSD 910	

could also be used for this purpose, like done by Solferino et al. (2015) for the olivine + liquid Fe-S 911	



system. From a thorough perusal of theoretical NGSDs, all distributions relative to Ostwald ripening must 912	

be excluded, since this occurs only when the growing phase is dispersed in a matrix into which it has 913	

finite solubility, both conditions unsatisfied by our experiments. Several studies outlined the chief 914	

geometrical characters of NGSDs calculated for normal grain growth (NGG), where grains of the 915	

coarsening phase are largely in mutual contact, thus applicable to our system. The best match for all of 916	

the NGSDs of experiments used to compute olivine grain growth parameters (see Table 1 and Appendix 917	

D) is with theoretical distributions calculated for the coalescence of the primary solid due to grain 918	

boundary migration of a second phase (e.g., Takajo et al. 1984, Evans et al. 2001). Specifically, all of the 919	

aforementioned experimental NGSDs fit with the theoretical boundaries:  dm < 1.0 and 2.0 ≤ dmax ≤ 3.0 920	

(within error). This is also in good agreement with our interpretation of olivine coarsening in Fe-Ni-S 921	

matrix (see section 5.3), except for the additional role of FeS liquid, as illustrated by figure E1. 922	

 923	
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Appendixes figure captions: 936	



Figure A1: BSE image of FS9505. The dark grey phase is olivine, light grey is Fe-Ni and medium grey 937	

phase is pseudo-Mg-ferrite. Pseudo-Mg-ferrite is often located at olivine triple/quadruple junctions 938	

similarly to Fe-S liquid location observed in other runs. 939	

 940	

Figure A2: BSE and X-ray elemental maps of an area of FS9505. (a) BSE image where no Fe-S is clearly 941	

evident. (b) Elemental map of Fe. (c) Elemental map of Mg. (d) Elemental map of S. (e) Elemental map 942	

of Si. (f) Color scale for all elemental maps. Elongated and pod-like features containing no Mg and Si, 943	

with an iron content intermediate between olivine and Fe-Ni and high sulfur concentration are Fe-S liquid 944	

pools or pockets. Pseudo-Mg-ferrite is easily distinguished from Fe-S, due its non-negligible Mg and Fe 945	

content, while Si and S are absent. It is interesting to notice that a lower Fe concentration halo (light green 946	

color – block b) seems to surround all Fe-Ni pods, perhaps indicating formation of thin films of Fe-S 947	

liquid between Fe-Ni and olivine grain boundaries. A different explanation could be an effect due to X-948	

ray scattering on topographic discontinuities at olivine-Fe-Ni contacts generated during polishing. 949	

 950	

Figure B1: (a) NGSDs for Brenham and Springwater pallasites and theoretical distributions for second 951	

order surface diffusion controlled (s.o.d.c.) grain growth, Rayleigh, and log-normal. (b) NGSDs for 952	

Brenham and Springwater pallasites, and OFS-10 (from Solferino et al. 2015) and FS9010-5 experiments. 953	

 954	

Fig. C1: Time of core crystallization (red), time window material at top (dark blue) and bottom (light 955	

blue) of depth range satisfying cooling rate constraints passes Curie temperature for different planetesimal 956	

radii. 957	

 958	

Figure D1: Comparison of data with calculated olivine grain growth using the parameters reported in 959	

section 4.3. The model fit with data to a deviation of less than 5%. 960	

 961	



Figure D2: Normalized grain size distribution of four runs with Fe90S10 alloy. A noticeable double peak is 962	

evident for 50 h annealing at 1100 °C. 963	

 964	

Figure E1: Olivine and Fe-Ni coarsening in ‘olivine + Fe-Ni + Fe-S liquid’ system. A: At the start of the 965	

process some Fe-Ni is trapped along olivine-olivine grain boundaries in the form of small pods, 966	

effectively hindering olivine grain boundary movement. B: Fe-Ni diffusion, mediated and catalysed by 967	

thin films of Fe-S liquid, drives all Fe-Ni into olivine-olivine-olivine triple junctions. C: Olivine grain 968	

boundaries that are not pinned by Fe-Ni any longer are free to move, promoting grain growth of the 969	

former phase. At the same time Fe-Ni diffusion from triple junction to triple junction takes place. D: 970	

Eventually a status of apparent equilibrium is reached, where a single mass of Fe-Ni is present at the 971	

triple junction between the three remaining olivine grains. It is evident that the grain size of olivine and 972	

Fe-Ni simultaneously increase during this process. Occasionally, after Fe-Ni removal from olivine-973	

olivine-olivine triple junctions, small amounts of Fe-S liquid are left behind (see Fe-S in panel C), as 974	

observed in experimental samples (figure 1c and A2b). 975	


